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0. Introduction 
The definition of the characteristic classes for flat bundles as defined by J. 
Cheeger, S.-S. Chern and J. Simons involves several choices and it is therefore a 
general problem to give more explicit formulas for these Cheeger-Chern-Simons 
classes (see Cheeger [6], Cheeger-Simons [7], Chern-Simons [8] for their defini- 
tion). In this paper we shall give such a formula in the simplest non-trivial case: For 
the class Cz for flat Sl(2, Q-bundles associated with the 2nd Chern polynomial C,. 
Following some ideas of S. Bloch and D. Wigner (cf. Bloch [2], [3], [4] and Gel- 
fand-MacPherson [16]) we defined in the paper with C.-H. Sah [15] a homo- 
morphism 
c : H3 (Sl(2, a=), Z) -+ C/Q (0.1) 
by an explicit formula involving the dilogarithmic function (or rather Rogers’ func- 
tion) 
I [log(l - z) d log z - log z d log(1 - z)] 
applied to cross ratios of 4-tuples of points arising from the action of Sl(2, C) on the 
Riemann sphere CP’. The homology group in (0.1) is just the integral Eilenberg- 
MacLane group homology of the discrete group underlying the Lie group SL(2, C), 
or equivalently the topological homology of the classifying space BSl(2, C)” for flat 
Sl(2, Q-bundles. 
We can now identify Hom(Hs(S1(2,C)), C/Q) with H3(SS1(2,C)‘,C/Q) via the 
natural isomorphism and the purpose of this paper is then to show that CE 
Hom(Hs(Sl(2, C)), C/Q) is 2 times the Cheeger-Chern-Simons class ($. Notice that 
C/Q=~/Q@i IR 
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and thus c has a real part in lR/Q and an imaginary part in IR. As for the imaginary 
part the identification with 2 Im I$ was established in DuPont-Sah [15] (except for 
the factor 2 which was missing already in DuPont [lo], see Section 3 below) so the 
real part is our main interest. 
In the special case where the homology class in BSl(2,C)” arises from the fun- 
damental class [M] of a closed hyperbolic 3-manifold M, the imaginary part 
Im c*([M]) is up to a constant factor the hyperbolic volume of A4 and Re &([M]) 
is the q-invariant of Atiyah-Patodi-Singer [l]. In this case our identification is 
equivalent to some formulas of Neumann-Zagier [20] and Yoshida [25]. 
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1. Notation and statement of the result 
For any group G the Eilenberg-MacLane group homology H,(G) =H*(G,Z) is 
the homology of the complex C,(G) on all n-tuples (in degree n) of elements in G 
with the boundary 
n-l 
a(g 1,...,g,)=(g2,...,gn)+ C (-l)‘(g,,...,gigi+l,...,gn) 
i=l 
+(-l)“(g,,...,g,-,I. 
Dually the group cohomology H*(G,M) with coefficients in the abelian group M 
is the homology of the complex C*(G,M) of functions in n variables 
f: Gx... xG+M 
with coboundary 
Also, let us recall that 4-tuples of distinct points (ao,al,a2,a3) on the Riemann 
sphere C U { m} are determined up to the natural action of Sl(2, C) by the cross ratio 
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a0-a2 al -a3 
z=-. -={ao:al:a2:a3}~C\{0,1}. 
a0-a3 al -a2 
(1.1) 
That is, (ao,al,a2,a3) =g(m,O, l,z), for some ge Sl(2,C). In DuPont-Sah [15, Sec- 
tion l] we defined an abelian group 9, generated by symbols {z}, ZE C\ (0, l} 
subject to the relations 
i~o(-l)i~(U0:...:8i:...:U~~~=0 
for a,, . . . . a4 E C U {m} , distinct points. Equivalently 
(1.2) 
for zt #z2~C\{0, l}. Also, we extended the symbol to an arbitrary 4-tuple of 
points in CU {m} by setting { {a0 : al : a2 : a3}} = 0 whenever there are two equals 
among ao,al,a2,a3. With this notation we established ([15, Appendix (A.2)]) the 
following exact sequence ssentially due to S. Bloch and D. Wigner (unpublished): 
0+Q/Z+H3(Sl(2,C),Z)~ YC~~:(CX)Sllf=K2(C)+0. (1.3) 
Here Cx is the multiplicative group C\ (O}, Q/Z ~~~(,uc, Z) for the subgroup 
pc- Cx of roots of unity and 
K2(a=) = ff,w(2, a=), a. 
Furthermore the maps in (1.3) are defined as follows: The first map and the map 
‘sym’ are induced by the inclusion of Cx into the diagonal of Sl(2, C), (T is induced 
by 
43,g,,g3)= {Ia :g 100 : g1g2m : glg2g3~1~ 
for (Sl, &, &) E c,(sl(% cl), (1.4) 
and finally 
;1{z}=zA(l -z), ZEa=\{O, l}. 
Also, following Bloch [2] or [3], we defined the map [15, (4.14)] 
@ : ~p&a=) 
by the formula 
(1.5) 
e(z) = (log z)/(2ni) A((log(1 - z))/(27ri) 
+ 1 A (27ri)-2 (1.6) 
where the integral is along the interval [O,# followed by any arc from 3 to z and 
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where the logarithms are branches along the same arc. Then as in Bloch [3, Section 
61 the indeterminacy in the first term of (1.6) cancels out with the indeterminacy in 
the second term, and also Q satisfies the relations (1.2) so that indeed Q is well- 
defined on 9,. From the exact sequence (1.3) we then obtain (cf. DuPont-Sah [15, 
Proposition 4.171) the commutative diagram with exact rows 
(1.7) 
0 
lr\id 
Here e is defined by 
e(zA w) = exp(2;rriz) A exp(2niw), z, w E 6. 
and since eo@oa=Ioa=O, c is induced by coo. 
NOW we can state the main theorem: 
Theorem 1.8. Via the natural isornorphism 
Hom(Hs(Sl(2, Q), c/Q) z H3(BS1(2, Q’, c/Q) 
the above homomorphism c corresponds to 2& where cz is the Cheeger-Chern- 
Simons class associated with the 2nd Chern polynomial C,. 
With this theorem one can now obtain an explicit Eilenberg-MacLane cochain E 
representing 2CZ in C3(S1(2, C), UYQ) by choosing an algebraic splitting a : A:(C) + 
C/Q of the map 1 did in (1.7) above, and define 
a,9gz,&)=e?{ O3 : g1m : g1g2m : &x2&~Ih 
As noticed in DuPont-Sah [15, (4.18)] there is a natural choice for the imaginary 
part ‘Im’ of a: Thus i Im is the composite 
and with this choice 
Ime{z} =Vol(oo,O, l,z)/2n2 (1.9) 
where Vol(m, 41,~) is + the volume of the ‘asymptotic’ tetrahedron in the 3- 
dimensional hyperbolic space X3 with vertices 00, 91, z on the bounding Riemann 
sphere (and the sign is determined by the orientation in Ye3). In this form Im E was 
related to Im C2 in [ 151 by quoting DuPont [lo]. However, since a factor of 2 is 
missing also in that paper we shall give a detailed argument in Section 3 below. As 
we shall see Im C2 is representing by a continuous cochain given by a constant 
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times the volume of finite hyperbolic simplices. Notice that by van Est’s theorem 
H,3,,,,(S1(2, C), iR) G H:,(el(2, C), SU(2)) g m 
and thus Im c1 is characterized up to a constant factor as the unique 3-dimensional 
real continuous cohomology class on Sl(2, C). From this point of view the class has 
been studied by several authors (cf. Cheeger-Simons [7], Bloch [3], DuPont [12], 
and Shulman-Tischler [23]). The representing cochain Im c above in terms of 
volumes of asymptotic hyperbolic simplices seems to be due to D. Wigner and this 
author independently (both unpublished, cf. Bloch [3]). Notice that this cochain is 
not continuous near the identity. 
As for the identification of the real part of cZ it turns out (see (4.1) below) that 
it suffices to evaluate on the image of 
K(Sl(2, R)) +&(Sl(2, a=)). 
Since C, 1 eI(2, K?) = -P, , the first Pontrjagin polynomial, we thus want a formula 
for the Cheeger-Chern-Simons class p, eH3(S1(2, R), fR/Z). For this consider the 
real Rogers’ L-function (cf. Coxeter [9], Parry-Sah [21], Rogers [22]) 
L(x)=- $ -3 
1 i 
‘x log(1 -t) + log t dt 
0 t 1-t 1 
lr= mXn 
- 6 + .;, 2 + +(log x)(log(l -x)) (1.10) 
for 0 5x5 1, extended to IR by 
L(x) = 
1 
-L(l/x) for x> 1, 
L(l -l/x) for x<O. 
(Notice that we have subtracted n2/6 from the original definition of Rogers’ func- 
tion in order to make it zero at 1.) 
Most of this paper is concerned with the proof of the following theorem probably 
also proved by D. Wigner (see Remark 4.1.6 in Gelfand-MacPherson [16]): 
Theorem 1.11. Let p, EH~(SI(~, IR), m/Z) denote the Cheeger-Chern-Simons class 
associated to the first Pontrjagin polynomial. Then the reduction module l/24 is 
represented by the Eilenberg-MaeLane cochain I given by 
1 
&,,g,,g,)=- TU{@J :gl~ :glgp :g,g2g3(=1) 
47-t 
where L is Rogers’ L-function (1.10). 
(1.12) 
Remarks. (1) As before we put L({ao : a, : a2 : a3}) = 0 whenever there are two equal 
among a0,al,a2,a3EIRU{03}. 
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(2) It is easy to see that (1.12) actually defines a 3-cocycle mod l/24 from the well- 
known identities for Rogers’ L-function, i.e., in our notation 
L(x)+L(l -x)=-7c2/6, O<x< 1, (1.13) 
L(E) -L(ff) +L(y)-L(xy)+L(x)=O for O<x,y<l. (1.14) 
(3) Notice that again the cochain I is not continuous. But as we shall see in Section 
4 below Pi pulled back to the universal covering Sl(2, /R)- can be lifted to a co- 
homology class P E H3(S1(2, W)-, F?) represented by a continuous cochain. Again by 
van Est’s theorem 
so P (and then also Pi) is characterized up to a constant factor by this continuity 
property. This class also occurs as the Godbillon-Vey class for transverse homo- 
geneous foliations in Brooks-Goldman [5]. 
(4) Parry-Sah [21] has refined the definition of the cochain (1.12) using cross- 
ratios of ordered sets of points and in this way obtained a class rwith [R-coefficients 
defined on S1(2,C)- and reducing to I mod l/24. This will occur naturally in the 
proof of Theorem 1.11 below. Notice that if we could represent rby a real-valued 
Bore1 measurable cocycle, then this would prove Theorem 1 .ll up to a constant 
multiple by the van Est theorem for such cochains proved by Wigner [24] and Moore 
[ 191. However, we have found that the limiting argument of Section 4 below is more 
direct and in principle elementary. 
2. Cheeger-Chern-Simons classes 
Let E+ M be a differentiable principal Gl(n, Q-bundle with a flat connection 8. 
Then by classical Chern-Weil theory (see e.g. DuPont [ll]) the k-th Chern class 
ck(E) E H2k(A4, Z) goes to zero in H2k(h4, Z) since it is represented in de Rham co- 
homology by a polynomial in the curvature form. Hence by the Bockstein exact se- 
quence 
. . . -Hzk-‘(M,C/Z) ~H2k(M,Z!)-H2k(M,C)+... 
it follows that ck(E) is in the image of the Bockstein homomorphism /I. The k-th 
Cheeger-Chern-Simons class as defined in Cheeger-Simons [7] or Chern-Simons 
[8] gives a canonical choice 
&(e) E H2k - ‘(hf, a=/z) 
such that 
-/@kk(@) = Ck (El. (2.1) 
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Since the classifying space for flat Gl(n, Q-bundles is BGl(n,C)“, this defines a 
universal class 
c,+ H2k- ‘(BGl(n, a=)‘, C/Z)= H2k-‘(Gl(n, a=), C/Z), 
i.e., in the Eilenberg-MacLane group cohomology of the underlying discrete group 
of Gl(n, C). We shall use a more direct way of constructing such cohomology 
classes by representing Eilenberg-MacLane cochains (cf. various versions of this in 
Cheeger-Simons [7, section 81, DuPont [I 1, Chapter 91 or [12], DuPont-Kamber 
[ 131 or Shulman-Tischler [23]): 
Generally consider any Lie group G and let B,(G) be the bar resolution as in 
MacLane [17, Chapter IV, $51 for the discrete underlying group. That is, B,(G) is 
a free left Z[G]-module with generators [gi 1 g, 1 .a. 1 g,], gi E G and boundary 
a,: BP+BP_, given by 
Now assume G acts (on the left) on a manifold V and suppose that for some integer 
q, I/ is (q- I)-connected. Then the chain complex C$“s(I’) of smooth singular 
simplices in I/ is in a natural way a complex of (left) G-modules, and since it is 
(q- 1)-acyclic we can find a chain transformation o of G-modules up to level q: 
& a, a, a, 
z-B,(G) ‘BI(G)--..- B,(G) 
& 
.I a I c7 I u (2.2) 
z - Cslng( V) - c;‘“g(v) a a 0 - . . . a cling ( v) 
(cf. MacLane [17, Chapter III, Theorem 6.11). Furthermore, any two such chain 
transformations are chain homotopic up to level q - 1. 
Given a chain transformation o as in (2.2) we define for each G-invariant (com- 
plex valued) p-form o on V with p I q an Eilenberg-MacLane cochain ,$(a) with 
coefficients in C by the integral 
g(~)(g,, -** ,gp) = s co. (2.3) &I l~~~l&l 
The following proposition is straightforward using Stokes’ theorem: 
Proposition 2.4. (i) The cochain g(o) is a cocycle if o is closed and it is a coboun- 
dary if w = do’ for o’ another G-invariant differential form. 
(ii) For p < q and w closed the cohomology class of g(o) in Hp(G, C) is in- 
dependent of choice of o. 
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(iii) For p = q assume o closed and that w has integral periods, i.e., J, o E L for 
z E Ctng( V) any cycle. Then the cohomology class of ,$?(a) in Hq(G,C/Z) is in- 
dependent of choice of a. 
(iv) If furthermore Hq( V, Z)rZ and cc) represents the generator, then 
-B([&o)])EH~+~(G,Z)~H~+~(BG’$Z) 
is the obstruction (q+ 1)-cocycle to the existence of a 
EGx, V 
7 I 
lift 9 in the diagram 
P/l’ 
/ / / 
Y 
I 
BG” - BG 
where EG+ BG is the universal G-bundle. 
Remark 1. The above construction is also natural with respect to G and V. That is, 
suppose @I : G’-+ G is a Lie group homomorphism and @ : I/‘-+ V is an equivariant 
differentiable map (i.e., @(g’o’)=@(g’)@(o’) for g’e G’, U’E V’); then 
8(@*0) = @*g(o). (2.5) 
Now return to G = Gl(n, C) and take V= Gl(n, C)/Gl(k - 1, C) which is (2k - 2)- 
connected and has H2k-1 (V, Z) 2 Z. Here V is the complexification of the compact 
homogeneous space U(n)/U(k - 1) and hence the generator of the (2k- 1)th CO- 
homology group can be represented in the Rham cohomology by a complex valued 
invariant form ok. Thus Proposition 2.4 yields an Eilenberg-MacLane cochain 
$(ak) with values in C/Z and satisfying 
-P([&fbk)l) = ck cw 
where ck E H2k(BGL(n, C)“, Z) is the pull back of the universal Chern class. In view 
of (2.1) it is not surprising that in fact 
[gbk>l= ck. (2.7) 
The proof of this is similar to the arguments in DuPont [ 12, $41. For the details com- 
pare the proof of DuPont-Kamber [ 13, Theorem 5.31. 
Remark 2. Although the formula (2.3) forg(o) is fairly explicit it involves the trans- 
formation o for which there is no canonical choice in general. However, in the case 
of V= G/K, K a maximal compact subgroup, a canonical choice for (T with q = 03) 
is provided by letting a[g, 1 ... ) gp] be the so-called geodesic simplex A (g,, . . . , g,) 
defined inductively as the geodesic cone on gtd (g2, . . . , gp) with top point ~2 = {K} 
(see e.g. DuPont 1121). 
We shall later (Section 4) need the following 
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Proposition 2.8. Suppose the Lie group G is (q - I)-connected and let US G be a 
neighbourhood of the identity. Then any q-cycle in the Eilenberg-IvlacLane complex 
C,(G) is homologous to a sum of terms of the form (g,, . . . , gq) where g,, . . . , g, E U. 
Proof. Choose a (left) G-invariant Riemannian metric on G and consider for 6 > 0 
the complex &(G) which in dimension k consists of the chains on (k-t 1)-tuples 
(ac, . . . , ak) of diameter ~6. For 6 small such a k-tuple defines a geodesic simplex 
with vertices a,, . . . , ak , constructed inductively as the geodesic cone on the simplex 
spanned by (a,, . . . , ak) (cf. DuPont [lo, $2 and 51). Thus we obtain a chain map 
C:(G) + Cing(G) which is easily seen to induce a homology isomorphism. (For this 
cover G by geodesically convex &balls and use a double complex argument.) Hence 
C$(G) is (q- I)-acyclic and as in (2.2) we obtain a chain transformation (T of G- 
modules up to level q: 
& a, aG aG 
.Z - B,(G) - 4 (G) - ... -B,(G) 
I I 0 0 0 
& 
H-Cf(G)A Cf(G)ea- 
a 
... -C;(G) 
On the other hand, we have the natural chain transformation of G-modules 
v : C:(G)+&(G) 
given by 
v(ao, . . . , ak)=ao[ao1alIa,‘a21..‘Ia~~lak], 
and since B,(G) is acyclic we obtain a chain homotopy s: Bk(G)-+Bk+,(G), klq, 
between voa and the identity. That is, for ZE Bk(G), k~q 
z-v~a(z)=&$(z)+sa,(z). (2.9) 
Since G \B,(G) = C,(G) and since for 6 sufficiently small v : G \C$(G)+ C*(G) 
maps any chain to a chain of the required form, the proposition follows from (2.9). 
Remark 3. By the universal coefficient formula 
H*(G, C/Z) = Hom(H,(G, Z), C/Z) 
since C/Z is divisible. It follows that if G is (q - I)-connected as a topological space, 
then every (discrete) cohomology class in dimension <q with @ or C/Z coefficients 
is determined by its values on cycles involving ‘small’ simplices as in Proposition 2.8. 
3. The imaginary part 
We shall now show that the two classes c and 21$ in Theorem 1.11 have the 
same imaginary part. In view of (1.2) we must show 
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Proposition 3.1. Im f$ is represented in C3(S1(2, Q IR) by the cochain u, defined 
by 
u,(gl, gz, 83) = VoKc% g19 g1g203, g,g2g34/4n2 
where Vol(a0,al,a2,a3) is the (signed) volume of the tetrahedron in hyperbolic 
space .X3 with vertices (ao, al, a2, a3) on the bounding Riemann sphere C U {m}. 
Proof. Recall from (2.7) that i$ is represented by $(02) where o2 is the complex 
valued 3-form on I/= Sl(2, Q whose restriction to SU(2)=S3 is the (real-valued) 
form 
co2 1 s3=~,~/vol(s3) = $3 (3.2) 
with ~~3 the usual volume form on S3. 
As model for the hyperbolic space ti3 we take the upper half space in the 
3-dimensional subspace of the quarternions IH spanned by 1, i, j: 
Here g E Sl(2, a=) acts on ~8’~ by 
g(x)=(ax+b)(cx+d)P’ for g= 
where as usual cs IH is spanned by 1 and i. In particular q: Sl(2, 4=)+ti3 given by 
q(g) =g(j) = (aj + b)(cj + d)-’ (3.3) 
gives an equivariant map (with respect to the left action) inducing a diffeomorphism 
Sl(2, Q/SU(2) 5re3. 
Now for the moment assume the following 
Lemma 3.4. Let *Xx be the volume form in X3. Then Im w2 and (1 /4z2)q*mXe, 
are cohomologous in the complex of real left-invariant forms on Sl(2,Q. 
Given this it follows from Proposition 2.4(i) and (2.5) that Im c2 is represented 
in C3(S1(2, C), fR) by the cochain (1/47r’)$( ‘ULNA) for the action of Sl(2, C) on Z3. 
By Proposition 2.4(ii) (q = 00) we can take any transformation 0 in (2.2) we like, SO 
as in Remark 1 of Section 2 we use the one defined by geodesic simplices. That is, 
we choose any base point a in YZ’~ and let a([g, j ... 1 g,]) =&(g,, . . . ,g,,) be the geo- 
desic convex hull in ,X3 of the vertices 
a,gl%gl&Q3 ...,glg2".gp~. 
Then Im e2 is represented by the cochain 
u,(g,, g,, g,) = $ $(~.7e)>(g,, 83) = $ VOWQh g2, g3)) 
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(Vol = signed volume). If we take another base point a’ we get another cochain 0,‘; 
but u,’ and u, are cohomologous (actually in a canonical way). In particular for any 
3-cycle z E Cs(Sl(2, Q) they have the same evaluation 
(o,~,z)=(u,,z). (3.5) 
Now let a tend to the point co at the boundary and observe that 
lim Vol(&(gi,g2,gs)) = Vol(~,gl~, . . . ,glg2g3~) 
a'00 
so that indeed for z any cycle 
(In-r C2, z> = lim (u,, z> = (u,, z> 
O’cc 
which proves the proposition. 
It remains to give a 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. In V= Sl(2, C) use the complex coordinates (zi, . . . , z4) given 
(3.6) 
Then 
z:+z;+z,2+z;=1 
and clearly 
SU(2)= {ImZj=O,j=l, . ...4} 
corresponds to the unit sphere S3 2 R4. Let us denote the differentials at the identity 
[,=dzj Ii, j= l,..., 4. 
Then clearly [, = 0 and by (3.2) 
On the other hand the differential at 1 of q in (3.3) is given by 
(dq),=d(aj+b)Ii-jd(cj+d))i=d(b+c)I,+d(a-d)Iij 
=2d[-Imz,-iImz,+(-Imz2+iImz,)j]Ir 
= -2[Im c4 + Im c3 i + Im c2 j]. 
Hence 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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since q(l)=j has x,= 1. 
Now we identify the complex of left invariant forms on Sl(2,C) with 
/1;(51(2, C)*) 0 G and the differential is given by 
di2=-2&A14, dc,=-2i,Ai,, diz,=-212A&. 
Then 
Hence 
which proves the lemma. 
4. The real part 
For the proof of Theorem 1.8 it now remains to show that c and 2& have the same 
real part. First let us reduce this statement to Theorem 1 .ll: 
Let t denote the involution on H3(Sl(2, C)) induced by complex conjugation on 
Sl(2, C). It is easy to see from the definitions that both homomorphisms 
c, Qz : Hs(Sl(2, C)) + C/Q 
are equivariant with respect to T and complex conjugation in C (in the case of cz 
use (2.5)). It follows that the real parts 
Re c, Re cz : Hs(Sl(2, C)) + lR/Q 
both factor over the quotient of coinvariants 
H3(Sl(2, C)), = H3(Sl(Z C))/{z - ET}. 
Now let us quote from DuPont-Parry-Sah [14, Corollary 3.181 the result that the 
inclusion Sl(2, lR) -+ Sl(2, C) induces a surjection 
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f&@1(2, R>) --H ffds@, a=))+. (4.1) 
Hence it suffices to show that Re c and 2 Re C?z agree when restricted to H3(Sl(2, /R)). 
Clearly for .z E H3(S1(2, k)) 
(Re f$, z> = (c2., z> = -<PI, z> (4.2) 
where pi is the Cheeger-Chern-Simons class corresponding to the Pontrjagin poly- 
nomial P, = -C, 1 el(2, IR). As for the restriction of c to H3(Sl(2, Q) let us recall the 
exact sequence analogous to (1.3) (see Parry-Sah [21, Appendix Cl): 
Hs(Sl(2,lR))~ 9$+l:(IR+)+K;(1R)-ro (4.3) 
where o is just the restriction of the Q in (1.3), n(r) = Irl A 11 - rl and J$(lR) is the 
divisible part of K*(R). Therefore, for z~Hs(Sl(2, IR)) write 
and notice that by the identities in YR (DuPont-Sah [15, Lemmas 5.4 and 5.81) we 
can assume O< rj< 1 except for terms of the form { - l}. Notice that 
0=1o(Z)= C rjA(1 -‘j) in /l$(iR+), 
r,#-1 
so that in /1:(C) 
c 
*A log(1 -rj) =. 
r,+-~ 2ni 277i ’ 
Therefore, since { - 1) =0 in Yc we obtain in /ii(C) 
1 A(C,Z)=@“o(z)=r~;=C_l @Crj) 
J 
= - 1 A (2[11,.7.> 
where we have used that L(- l)=-L(+)=n2/12. It follows that in [R/Q we have 
(c, z> = - (2111, z> for z E H3(Sl(2, R)) (4.4) 
where I is given by (1.12). In view of (4.2), Theorem 1.11 therefore implies that c 
and 2c2 have the same real part. 
For the proof of Theorem 1.11 let us in the following write G = Sl(2, fR) and let 
G be the universal covering group. That is, we have an exact sequence 
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From the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for this (see Parry-Sah [21, $21) one 
obtains an exact sequence 
Here 
H,(G)-H,(G+H,(G)+O. (4.5) 
H,(G)=KK,O(R)@Zc(-1, - 1) (4.6) 
where the generator c(- 1, - 1) is the dual of the Euler class in H’(BG”, Z). Notice 
that the image of c(- 1, - 1) in Hs(d) is non-zero and divisible and that the cor- 
responding copy of Q maps by q* to Q/Z in H,(G). More precisely, the image 
under cp* of n-‘c(- 1, - 1) is the generator of the cyclic group which is the image 
on H,-level of the inclusion Z/n-G given by sending 1 to the rotation 
cos 27r/n -sin 2n/n 
sin 2n/n cos 27c/n > 
(see Parry-Sah [21, $31 for explicit representatives). 
NOW by (4.5) we just need to show that p*p, is represented by the 3-cochain loq 
on G. For this we first observe that G is contractible and hence using (2.5) we can 
represent Hopi by --&J(u,*o~ lo) for the left action of G on itself. In the coordinates 
for Sl(2, R) as in (3.6) 
21=x1, z2=iX*, z3=x3, zq=iyq, x1 ,...) XqER, 
that is, 
(‘f f;) =(::Iz -x:;:) 
(4.7) 
we clearly have 
x:-x;+x;-x:=1 (4.8) 
and 
-02= l/(27?)@ (4.9) 
where m is the volume form on the quadric (4.8). Hence, in H3(G, lR/Z) 
where % is the volume form in 6, and furthermore 
1 
B = 2 [g(g)] E H3 (G, rn) 
2n 
is well-defined by proposition 2.4(ii). 
From here we proceed very much as in Section 3, only, as we shall see, the details 
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are more difficult. Again, we use geodesic simplices for defining g(G), that is, we 
choose a base point a E e and put 
p,(g,,g,,g,)= $w)(g,,gz~g,)= 5 
1 
‘zp 
d&,g2.L?3) 
= $ VaL(&9 g29 g3)) (4.10) 
where d,(g,,g2, g3)s C? is the ‘geodesic simplex’ with vertices 
a, gia, g,g2a, g1g2g3a. (4.11) 
In turn this is defined inductively as the geodesic cone with top point a and base 
g,da(gz,g3). Let us comment on the notion of ‘geodesic’ which has to be some- 
what modified: Consider the polar decomposition 
G=expp.expf (4.12) 
where el(2, IR) = p@ E is the decomposition of the Lie algebra into symmetric and 
skew-symmetric matrices (i.e., E= @o(2) is the Lie algebra of the rotation group 
SO(2)). Thus every element g E d can be uniquely written 
g=p=k=expA.expB, Aep, BEG, (4.13) 
and we have a natural contraction of d given by 
g,=p’k’=exptA.exptB, TV [O,l]. 
For g’E 6 another element we shall refer to the curve T(t) =g’g,, t E [0, 11, as the 
geodesic from g’ to g’g. Notice that for the upper half space model for the hyper- 
bolic plane 
Z2=(zECIImz>O} 
there is a natural projection [: 6-+YZ2 given by 
(ai + b) 
, (4.14) 
and [ map ‘geodesics’ to usual geodesics in Z2. Also, notice that E is l-dimensional, 
that is, in (4.13) we can write 
0 
B= 
- B(g) 
B(g) > 0 ’ 
f%T) E R 
and we shall refer to 8(g) as the rotation number for g (cf. Milnor [ 181). Then clearly 
~xB:f&X2xiR (4.15) 
is a diffeomorphism and we shall sometimes identify 6 with this product. 
In view of Proposition 2.8 and the subsequent Remark 3, it suffices to study the 
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cochainp, in (4. IO) for gl,g2,g3 in a small neighbourhood U of 1 E 6. We shall call 
elements g E U small and notice that g is then determined by its matrix 
9(g) = 
We can here assume a and d close to 1 and c and b close to 0. Furthermore, we 
assume 8(g) close to zero. For g ‘small’ we shall call it strictly positive if c> 0. Notice 
that the product of two strictly positive elements is again strictly positive, and unless 
c= 0 either g or g-r is strictly positive since 
&-‘I= (_4 ib). 
Now we claim 
Lemma 4.16. Every 3-cycle in C,(G) is homologous to a sum of terms only involving 
small strictly positive elements. 
Proof. noted above Next, notice that 
inner conjugation with small rotation that all involving group 
elements have non-zero entries in the counter diagonal, i.e., either g or g-’ is 
strictly positive. 
Now by the formula 
we can arrange that all non-degenerate terms are of the form (gr,gz, gs) with 
g, strictly positive. Similarly, by looking at G’(gl,g2,g<1,g3) we can get strictly 
positive elements on the last two coordinates, and finally using the formula for 
8(g,,g;‘,g2,g3) we get all coordinates strictly positive. This proves the lemma. 
Now adjoin points to G” corresponding to &X2x R via the diffeomorphism in 
(4.15) and let 03~ be the point with (6 @-coordinates (oo,O), where 03 E&Z’= 
RU (m}. Then similarly to the procedure of Section 3 we consider the behaviour 
of p,(g,,g2,g3) as CJ tends towards 03~. Let us postpone the proof of the following 
Theorem 4.11. Suppose g,,g2,g3 are small strictly positive elements. Then 
(9 Ib~kbg2~g3)1<4. 
(ii) P&~ g2, g3) = lib-,, pa(g,, g2,g3) exists and depends only on the 4-tuple 
of points in asff2=w_q+ 
(a0,al,a2,a3)=(~,g103,glg200,glg2g3m). (4.18) 
(iii) Furthermore, pm(gl, g2, g3) only depends on the class of (ao, al, a2, a3) UP to 
the action by Sl(2, IR) on &X2. 
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(iv) p&g,, g2, g3) is real mWic 0.9 a, g2, g3 
elements. 
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varies over small strictly positive 
Given this theorem we can now finish the proof of Theorem 1.11: First notice that 
for g,, g2, g3 small and strictly positive the 4-tuple (aO, a,, a,, a3) as in (4.18) satisfies 
ao=m>al>a2>a3>0. (4.19) 
In fact, e.g., for 
a b 
cd&)= c d 
( > 
and x =g200 > 0 we clearly have cx + d> 0 and hence 
al =g1(03) = a/c>(ax+ b)/(cx+ d) =g,(x) =a2 
is equivalent to 
acx+ad>acx+ bc 
which is valid since ad - bc = I > 0. Up to the action by Sl(2, fR) 4-tuples of the above 
kind are determined by their cross ratio 
a0-a2 r=-. al -a3 al -a3 -=->l, 
00 - a3 al -a2 al -a2 
Hence, by Theorem 4.17, (iii) and (iv) 
P&l, g,, 83) =fW (4.20) 
for some real analytic function f. Here r runs through all of the open interval (1,~) 
for g,, g2, g3 in any small neighbourhood of 1 E C?. Now letting a+ coo in the cocycle 
condition Sp, = 0 we clearly obtain 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-P~(gl,g2,g3g4)+P,(gl,g2,g3)=0 
for gl,g2,g3,g4 small and strictly positive. Equivalently, using (4.20) we conclude 
that the function f satisfies 
for r2 > rl > 1. Instead, consider the function 
f(s)=-f(l/s) O<s<l, 
which satisfies 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
(g,, g2, g3) : g1m : L!1g2a :g,g2g3aJ 1) 
and which satisfies 
<Ic(- 1, - 1)) = f 1 (4.24) 
where c(- 1, - 1) is the generator in (4.6) above. It follows that for any 3-cycle z 
consisting of small strictly positive elements we have 
(~,Zz>=([~~l,Z>=([p,],Z)=K(fZ). 
Hence, by Lemma 4.16 
P= f4TC2K17 
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for 0~s~ <sl < 1. The following lemma is apparently well-known (see Gelfand- 
MacPherson [16]); we include a proof as Appendix A. 
Lemma 4.23. Let f : (0, l)-, R be a 3 times differentiable function satisfying (4.22) 
above. Then there is a real constant K such 
f(X) KL(X) xE (0, I), 
L Rogers' function (1.10). 
By this lemma and (4.20) we conclude that 
Pm(gr>&,&)=KL(~ :g,=‘:g,gz=‘:grg&=‘~) 
whenever gl,g2,g3 E C? are small and strictly positive. Now Parry-Sah [21] has 
showed that there is a well-defined cohomology class r”EH3(C?, fR) represented by a 
cochain which on small strictly positive elements gl,g2,g3 E C? is given by 
Furthermore, it is well-known that for all n E in] 
-(~,nn-lc(-l,-l))=-_(~.l,n-‘c(-l,-l)) 
=(Cr,n-‘c(-l,-l))=l/nmodl 
so that indeed 
- (l? c(- 1, - 1)) = 1 
and hence by (4.24) P= &l By checking the signs more carefully in Parry-Sah [21] 
one gets the sign + and so Theorem 1.11 follows. By the remarks in the beginning 
of this section this also proves Theorem 1.8. 
5. Asymptotic geodesic simplices 
In this section we shall prove Theorem 4.17. This involves studying the limit 
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d ,(g,, g2, gs) of the (open) geodesic simplex d,(g,, g2, gs) as a -+ 030. Thus as in Sec- 
tion 4 we consider the diffeomorphism (4.15): 
~xe:G~Yc2xR (5.1) 
and adjoin points to d corresponding to aZ2 x R. We let coo be the point with 
([, Q-coordinates (00, 0) and consider 
where d,(gl,g2,g3) is now the open geodesic simplex (i.e., the image of the open 
standard 3-simplex). We shall see that pm(gl,g2,g4) is the normalized volume of 
this asymptotic geodesic simplex and that this in turn can be described by rather ex- 
plicit formulas. 
First notice that by Milnor [18, Lemma 31, the &coordinate in (5.1) is given by 
B(g) = arg(a + d+ i(c - b)) for p(g) = 
Here arg is some branch of the argument function determined by e(l) = 0. Also 
recall from Milnor (opus cit.) that for any two p, P’E IC? with B(p) = f?(p’) = 0, 
BPP')l < 7.d. (5.3) 
Let now g,g’E C? be any two elements decomposed as in (4.13): 
g=p.k g’cp’. k’ 
and consider the geodesic T(t) =g’p’k’, t E (91) from g’ to g’g. Then 
le(r(t))l< + 10(k)+ tie( < ~12 + ie(k’)i + e(k). (5.5) 
By iterated application 
&coordinate of numerical value 
<4. 7112. Furthermore, as a+ 03~, &l,(gi, g,, gs)) 5 ti2 lies inside a quadrilateral 
particular has area ~277. It follows that 
and furthermore 
1 ZQ u4rno ~olkhgz3g3) 
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exists by standard theorems in integration theory. This proves (i) and the first part 
of (ii) in Theorem 4.17. 
For the second part let us write r(g’,g’g) for the geodesic r in (5.4) from g’ to 
g’g and let us find explicitly the limiting curve as one or both end points tend 
towards the boundary: 
Lemma 5.6. (a) For g E C? small let rp(g) = (: 5;). Assume c> 0 and consider the 
asymptotic geodesic 
T(m, go3) = lim I+, ga). 
0-q 
Then r=r(o3,goo) is given by the curve 
[(T(u)) = (a + e-*“Q/c, 
&r(u)) = Arg([(T(u)) + i) - n/4, - 00 < u < m, 
where Arg is the principal branch of the argument function. 
(b) For g E d any element with p(g) = (z 2) consider the asymptotic geodesic 
r(o3, g) = lim T(a, g). 
a+mo 
Then r= T(M, g) is given by the curve 
ai+b .ePzU-1 
((r(u)) = ci + 1___ c2+d2 ’ 
B(T(u))=arg{([(r(u))+i)/(c+id)}, --oo<u~O, 
where the argument function arg is determined such that &r(O)) = t?(g). 
Proof. (a) Let a = qS with 
dqs)= ‘d ,os 9 ( > SEIT?, 
so that a--t 03~ as s-+ 00. For fixed s the geodesic r, from a = qs to ga = qs(qsm lgq,) 
is given as in (5.4) by 
rs(2t)=q,p2’k2’, o<t<+ 
where 
pk = 6 ‘gq, and MS ‘w,) = 
Here by (5.2) 
B(k) = arg(a + d + i(ce2’ - beP2”)) (5.7) 
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and clearly 
a(p3=(cqa beJ(b;2S ‘;) 
a2 + b2eC4$ ace3 + bde- 2s 
= 
ace2 + bdeCti c2e4S+d2 )=(i r) 
Diagonalizing (5.8) gives 
dP2) = u 
A 0 ( > u* 0 P 
where 
n=(a+r-m)/2, ,U=(a+Y+vI3/2, 
ux6-r 
( 
(y - a + vB)/2 P 
-B > (y-a+*)/2 ’ 
~S~=p~+(y--cx+@)~/4, and D=(c~-y)~+4/3~. 
Hence 
and application of (5.2) now yields by straightforward calculation 
0(qsp2f)=Arg{eS[,I’((y-a+v%)/2)2+pu/12] 
+e-S[l’p2+pU((y-a+@)/2)2] 
+i/3((v-a+vQ/2)[p’-I’](e-S-eS)} 
Here 
D=(c2e4”+(d2-a2)-b2e-4S)2+4(ace2s+bde-2S)2 
= (c2e4’ + a2 + d2 + b2e-4S)2 - 4(ad - bc)2 
=(c2e4S+a2+d2+b2eC4S)2-4 
since ad - bc = 1. Thus asymptotically as s-+ 03 
~D-c2e4”+a2+d2+b2e-4S-22c-2e-4S+... 
where the remaining terms involve e-8S and lower. Hence 
A=(a+y-\T0)/2-c-2e-4S+..., 
2 4s p=(a+y+fi)/2-c e +“e, 
(y-a+m)/2-c2e4S+o.., 
fi-ace2”+-... . 
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(5.11) 
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Now making the change of variable 2t = (u + s)/2s, --s< u <s and substituting (5.11) 
in (5.10) we obtain 
0($~~~)-Arg(e~[c~~‘ee~~‘c~e~~+c~~e~~~~~c*e~~] 
+ ems [c ~21~-4st~2~2~4s + C2te4stC4e8s~ 
_i es~Ce2sC2e4~[C2’e4~‘_C~2’e-4~‘1) 
-Arg{c 4-2te8S-U+C4+2te8S+u_iQC3+21eSs+~} 
=Arg{C4-*‘e~~+C4’*‘e”-i~C3+*‘e’“}. 
Also, by (5.7) 
(5.12) 
0(k2’) = 2t arg(a + d+ i(ceb - 6ee2”)). (5.13) 
Fixing u and letting s-+cx, clearly 2t-+3, and so by (5.12) and (5.13) 
&r(u)) = lim (8(q,p2’) + f3(k2’)) 
s+m 
= Arg{ c7’2e-U + c9’2eU- i e”ac7’2} + 7-t/4 
= Arg{ i(e-*’ +c)+a}-n/4 
=Arg{(a+ie-2U)/c+i}-n/4. (5.14) 
Similarly using the formula (4.14) for g= qsp2’ given by (5.9) one calculates the 
asymptotic expressions 
W.,(2G) = &W21) - 
es(c -21e-4slc4e8s)i + e”aCe2FC2e4”(C2te4st _ e-2fe-4~t) 
e-~aCe2rC2te4S’i + e-sC21e4StC4e8~ 
C 
4-2re8S-4i+,C3+2te8S+u 
c4 + 2te8s + u 
Hence again for s+ 03 
[(T(U)) = lim [(r,(2t)) = (c7’2e-Ui + ac7’2eu)/c9’12eu 
s-co 
= (a + ee2”i)/c. (5.15) 
Clearly the formulas (5.14) and (5.15) prove (a). The proof of (b) is entirely similar 
and is omitted. 
Next we express the left action of C? on itself in terms of the natural action of C? 
on X2: 
Lemma 5.16. Let iI? act as usual on X2&C by 
g(z)=(az+b)/(cz+d), zeX*, p(g)= 
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(i) For g, h E e 
i(hg) = hC(g). 
(ii) For g, k E C?‘, k E exp f, (f = SO(~)), 
B(kg) = B(gk) = 0(g) + B(k). 
(iii) Let g, h E G and suppose q(h) = (g ab I) with a> 0. Then 
@hg) = aM(hi(g) + V(i(g) + 01 + e(g) 
where the argument function arg is determined such that 
8(h) = arg{ (h(i) + i)/i). 
Proof. (i) is just the formula (hg)(i) = h(g(i)). 
(ii) Write g=p’k’ as in (4.13) and notice that 
gk =p’(k’k) and kg = (kpk ‘)(kk’) 
so that indeed 
and 
B(gk) = B(k’k) = 8(k’) + B(k) 
i9(kg) = B(kk’) = B(k) + B(k’) 
which proves (ii). 
(iii) First rewrite the formula (5.2) for 8(g) as 
B(g)=arg (iC’c% +i)(ci+d)] 
= arg{ (g(i) + i)/(c+ id)}, . (5.17) 
Next observe that by (ii) it is enough to prove (iii) for g =p E exp p, that is, e(g) = 0. 
Let us write 
C(g)=z=A+iy, p>O. 
Then it is easy to see that 
v(P)=&- where 62=(~+l)(~2+A2+~)-A2. 
Hence for 
v(h)= ; ab, ( > 
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we obtain 
@zp)=6-’ ( a(p2+A2+p)+Ab aA+b(p+ 1) a-‘A a-‘@ + 1) > 
and so using (5.17) we get 
8(hp) = arg{ @p(i) + i)/(&)‘(l + i(p + I))} 
= arg{ (h(z) + i)/(z + i)} 
since &> 0. Since z =g(i) = c(g) this proves (iii) for B(g) = 0 and hence the lemma 
is proved. 
We now have 
Proposition 5.18. (a) For g, h E C? small and g strictly positive consider the asymp- 
totic geodesic 
r= r(hq hga) = lim r(hq hga). 
0’80 
Then r is determined up to reparametrization by the pair hq hgm ~&?‘f~ = 
RU (co}. Furthermore, as g and h varies r is given by real analytic functions. 
(b) For g E c.? any element and h E 6 small consider the asymptotic geodesic 
r= r(hq g) = lim T(ha, g) 
o+q 
Then again r is determined by g E d and boo E aH2. Also, as g and h varies r is 
given by real analytic functions. 
Proof. (a) First observe from the formulas in Lemma 5.6(a), that for g E 6 small and 
with c>O, 
the asymptotic geodesic r(M,gm) is determined, up to reparametrization by the 
quotient a/c =g(cD) E az2. 
Next, for h, g E C? and g small, clearly 
r(hq hgm) = lim hT(a, ga) = hr(w, goo). 
O’co” 
(5.19) 
Now for ge d strictly positive let us write r=r(oo,go3) and notice that by Lemma 
5.16(i) 
[(hT(u)) = h[(T(u)) for all 2.4 E (- M, m). (5.20) 
Assume first that h is small and 
with a>O. (5.21) 
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Then by Lemma 5.16(iii) and Lemma 5.6(a) 
B(hT(u)) = Arg{ @[(T(u)) + i)/([(T(u)) + i)} + Arg([(T(u)) + i) - n/4 
= Arg{hc(T(u)) + i} - n/4. (5.22) 
But hc(T(u)) is the geodesic in Z2 from 00 to hg(a) so by Lemma 5.6(a) again we 
conclude from (5.20) and (5.22) that 
which by our first observation is determined by the point hg(m) E ati2. 
In general, for h E C? small write h = k’h’ where h’(m) = 03 and k’e SO(2) is a small 
rotation. Clearly k’ is determined by k’(a) = h(m) and since h’ satisfies (5.21) above 
we have that h’T(qgoo) is determined by h’g(co)= k’-‘hg(m). It follows using 
Lemma 5.16, (i) and (ii) that indeed 
hr(oo, gm) = k’h’Qm,gw) 
is determined by h(m) and hg(m). 
That r(hq hgm) is given by real analytic functions is obvious by the formulas 
in Lemma 5.6 for r(o3,goo) together with (5.19). 
The proof of (b) is similar using Lemma 5.6(b). 
We can now finish the proof of Theorem 4.17(ii) as follows: For gi,g,,gs E G” 
small and positive the set 
can now be constructed inductively as 
~c&,,g2,g3)= u r(m, 8) 
g~&3~&2~gd 
where 
do3(g2g3)= U r(qg) and &(gs)=T(~,gs~). 
g~&4,(&!3) 
That is in (5.23) 
(5.23) 
gl~c&z~g3)= U m, 03, a* (5.24) 
&?E~(glg2~~~l~zs3OJ) 
Therefore, by iterated application of Proposition 5.18 we conclude that the set 
d,(g,, g,, g3) only depends on the 4-tuple of points m,glq g&c=, glgzg3a E &X2. 
Hence, the same is true for 
P&,g2,g3)= &w&,,sz,pl)) (5.25) 
which proves Theorem 4.17(ii). 
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As for the proof of (iii) we observe that by invariance of the volume form 
Pm(g,,g*,g3)= $~ol(hd,(y,,g,,R,)) 
and similarly as above the set hd,(gr,g,,g,) depends only on the 4-tuple of points 
ha, hgtw, hg,gzw, hg,g2g3w in axz2, 
whenever h E G is small. This proves (iii). 
Finally, (iv) is obvious again by Proposition 5.18 and (5.25). This ends the proof 
of Theorem 4.17 and hence of our main Theorem 1.8. 
Appendix A 
We shall finally prove Lemma 4.23. That is: 
Lemma A.l. Let f: (0, I)+ R be a 3 times differentiable function satisfying 
64.2) 
for all O<s, <sI < 1. Then there is a real constant K such that f(x) = KL(x) where 
Proof. Differentiating (A.2) with respect to s, we obtain 
for 0 < s2 < sl < 1. Therefore g(s) = sf ‘(s) satisfies 
&l) - dS2/Sl) + &g(s)-j+(z)=0 (A-3) 
for 0 <s2<s, < 1. Now differentiating (A.3) with respect to 
-s,(l -s,)~ we obtain 
(1 -s2)2g(~) -g(+s) +sfg(~) =o 
for 0 <s2 <s, < 1. Now putting 
l-x Y(l -x) 
s, = - 
1-xy’ 
s2= ~ 
1-XY ’ 
with O<x, y< 1, 
s2 and multiplying by 
(A-4) 
(A.4) is equivalent to 
(1-y)2g’(y)-(1-xy)2g’(xy)+(1-x)2g’(x)=o. 
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That is, h(x) = (1 -x)2g’(x) satisfies 
h(xy)=h(x)+hQ) for O<x,y<l. 
It is now elementary that 
h(X)=K, logx 
for some real constant K,. That is, 
log x 
g’w=Kl(] _xj2 . 
Hence, by integration 
g(x) = K1 
[ 
xlogx 
- +log(l -x) 
l-x I 
+Ic2 
for another constant K~. Hence 
and so by another integration 
f(X)=KL(X)+Kz lOgX+K3 (A.9 
where K = -2~~ and ~3 is a third constant. But the first term in (A.5) satisfies (A.2) 
whereas the function ~~ logx+ ~~ does not unless ~~ =K~ = 0. This proves the 
lemma. 
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